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Abstract
A nonlinear dynamic model for natural circulation drum-boilers is presented. The model describes the complicated dynamics of the
drum, downcomer, and riser components. It is derived from "rst principles, and is characterized by a few physical parameters.
A strong e!ort has been made to strike a balance between "delity and simplicity. Results from validation of the model against unique
plant data are presented. The model describes the behavior of the system over a wide operating range. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There are dramatic changes in the power industry
because of deregulation. One consequence of this is that
the demands for rapid changes in power generation is
increasing. This leads to more stringent requirements on
the control systems for the processes. It is required to
keep the processes operating well for large changes in the
operating conditions. One way to achieve this is to incorporate more process knowledge into the systems. There
has also been a signi"cant development of methods for
model-based control, see Garcia, Prett and Morari
(1989), Qin and Badgwell (1997) and Mayne, Rawlings
and Rao (1999). Lack of good nonlinear process models
is a bottleneck for using model-based controllers. For
many industrial processes there are good static models
used for process design and steady-state operation. By
using system identi"cation techniques it is possible to
obtain black box models of reasonable complexity that
describe the system well in speci"c operating conditions.
Neither static models nor black box models are suitable
for model-based control. Static design models are quite
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complex and they do not capture dynamics. Black box
models are only valid for speci"c operating conditions.
This paper presents a nonlinear model for steam generation systems which are a crucial part of most power
plants. The goal is to develop moderately complex nonlinear models that capture the key dynamical properties
over a wide operating range. The models are based on
physical principles and have a small number of parameters; most of which are determined from construction
data. Particular attention has been devoted to model
drum level dynamics well. Drum level control is an important problem for nuclear as well as conventional
plants, see Kwatny and Berg (1993) and Ambos, Duc and
Falinower (1996). In Parry, Petetrot and Vivien (1995) it
is stated that about 30% of the emergency shutdowns in
French PWR plants are caused by poor level control of
the steam water level. One reason is that the control
problem is di$cult because of the complicated shrink
and swell dynamics. This creates a nonminimum phase
behavior which changes signi"cantly with the operating
conditions.
Since boilers are so common there are many modeling
e!orts. There are complicated models in the form of large
simulation codes which are based on "nite element approximations to partial di!erential equations. Although
such models are important for plant design, simulators,
and commissioning, they are of little interest for control
design because of their complexity. Among the early
work on models suitable for control we can mention
Profos (1955, 1962), Chien, Ergin, Ling and Lee (1958),
de Mello (1963), Nicholson (1964), Thompson (1964),
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Quazza (1968, 1970), Caseau and Godin (1969), Kwan
and Andersson (1970), McDonald and Kwatny (1970),
Speedy, Bell and Goodwin (1970), Dolezal and Varcop
(1970), McDonald, Kwatny and Spare (1971), Eklund
(1971), As stroK m and Eklund (1972), As stroK m (1972), Bell
(1973), Borsi (1974), Lindahl (1976), Tyss+, Brembo and
Lind (1976), Bell, Rees and Lee (1977) and Morton and
Price (1977). Boiler modeling is still of substantial interest. Among more recent publications we can mention
Ma!ezzoni (1988, 1992, 1996), Klefenz (1986), Jarkovsky,
Fessl and Medulova (1988), Unbehauen and Kocaarslan
(1990), HoK ld (1990), Na and No (1992), Kwatny and Berg
(1993), Na (1995).
The work presented in this paper is part of an ongoing
long-range research project that started with Eklund
(1971) and Bell (1973). The work has been a mixture of
physical modeling, system identi"cation and model simpli"cation. It has been guided by plant experiments in
Sweden and Australia. The unique measurements reported in Eklund (1971) have been particularly useful.
A sequence of experiments with much excitation were
performed on a boiler over a wide range of operating
conditions. Because of the excitation used, these
measurements reveal much of the dynamics of interest for
control. Results of system identi"cation experiments indicated that the essential dynamics could in fact be captured by simple models, see As stroK m and Eklund (1972).
However, it has not been easy to "nd "rst principles
models of the appropriate complexity. Many di!erent
approaches have been used. We have searched for the
physical phenomena that yield models of the appropriate
complexity. Over the years the models have changed in
complexity both increasing and decreasing; empirical coe$cients have been replaced by physical parameters as
our understanding of the system has increased. The papers As stroK m and Eklund (1972, 1975), As stroK m and Bell
(1988, 1993) and Bell and As stroK m (1996) describe how the
models have evolved. The models have also been used for
control design, see Miller, Bentsman, Drake, Fahkfahk,
Jolly, Pellegrinetti and Tse (1990), Pellegrinetti, Bentsman and Polla (1991), and Cheng and Rees (1997).
Models based on a similar structure have been used for
simulation and control of deaerators, see Lu, Bell and
Rees (1997), and nuclear reactors, see Yeung and Chan
(1990), HoK ld (1990), Irving, Miossec and Tassart (1980),
Parry et al. (1995), Menon and Parlos (1992), Thomas,
Harrison and Hollywell (1985), Schneider and Boyd
(1985) and Kothare, Mettler, Morari, Bendotti and
Falinower (1999).

2. Global mass and energy balances
A schematic picture of a boiler system is shown in
Fig. 1. The heat, Q, supplied to the risers causes boiling.
Gravity forces the saturated steam to rise causing a

Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the boiler.

circulation in the riser-drum-downcomer loop. Feedwater, q , is supplied to the drum and saturated steam, q ,
&
4
is taken from the drum to the superheaters and the
turbine. The presence of steam below the liquid level in
the drum causes the shrink-and-swell phenomenon
which makes level control di$cult. In reality the system
is much more complicated than shown in the "gure. The
system has a complicated geometry and there are many
downcomer and riser tubes. The out#ow from the risers
passes through a separator to separate the steam from
the water. In spite of the complexity of the system it turns
out that its gross behavior is well captured by global
mass and energy balances.
A key property of boilers is that there is a very e$cient
heat transfer due to boiling and condensation. All parts
of the system which are in contact with the saturated
liquid}vapor mixture will be in thermal equilibrium. Energy stored in steam and water is released or absorbed
very rapidly when the pressure changes. This mechanism
is the key for understanding boiler dynamics. The rapid
release of energy ensures that di!erent parts of the boiler
change their temperature in the same way. For this
reason the dynamics can be captured by models of low
order. Drum pressure and power dynamics can, in fact,
be represented very well with "rst-order dynamics as
shown in As stroK m and Eklund (1972). At "rst it is surprising that the distributed e!ects can be neglected for a system with so large physical dimensions.
Typical values of stored energy for two di!erent boilers
are given in Table 1. The P16-G16 plant is a 160 MW
unit in Sweden and the Eraring plant is a 660 MW unit in
Australia. The ratio of the energy stored in the metal to
that stored in the water is approximately 1 for P16-G16
and 4 for the Eraring unit.
The numbers in Table 1 also give a measure of the
time it takes to deplete the stored energy at the generated rate. Although the total normalized stored energy
is approximately the same for both plants the fraction
of the energy stored in water is much smaller for the
larger plant. This results in larger variations in
water level for the larger plant under proportionally
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Table 1
Energy stored in metal, water, and steam for two boilers operating at rated pressure and temperature
but at di!erent power generation conditions. The values are normalized with the power at the
operating conditions. The unit is J/W"s, the entries can thus be interpreted as time constants for
the di!erent storage mechanisms
Boiler

Metal

Water

Steam

Total

P16-G16 80 MW
P16-G16 160 MW
Eraring 330 MW
Eraring 660 MW

641
320
1174
587

739
333
303
137

64
37
60
35

1444
690
1537
759

similar operating condition changes. This implies that
the level control problem is more di$cult for large
boilers.

where < and < represent the total steam and water
45
85
volumes, respectively. The total volume of the drum,
downcomer, and risers, < is
5

2.1. Balance equations

< "< #< .
5
45
85

Much of the behavior of the system is captured by
global mass and energy balances. Let the inputs to the
system be the heat #ow rate to the risers, Q, the feedwater
mass #ow rate, q , and the steam mass #ow rate, q .
&
4
Furthermore, let the outputs of the system be drum
pressure, p, and drum water level, l. This way of characterizing the system is convenient for modeling. For simulation and control it is necessary to account for the fact
that mass #ow rate q depends on the pressure by
4
modeling the turbine and the superheaters.
To write the equations, let < denote volume, . denotes
speci"c density, u speci"c internal energy, h speci"c enthalpy, t temperature and q mass #ow rate. Furthermore,
let subscripts s, w, f and m refer to steam, water, feedwater, and metal, respectively. Sometimes, for clari"cation, we need a notation for the system components. For
this purpose we will use double subscripts where t denotes total system, d drum and r risers. The total mass of
the metal tubes and the drum is m and the speci"c heat
5
of the metal is C .
p
The global mass balance is

The metal temperature t can be expressed as a func.
tion of pressure by assuming that changes in t are
.
strongly correlated to changes in the saturation temperature of steam t and thus also to changes in p. Simula4
tions with models having a detailed representation of
the temperature distribution in the metal show that
the steady-state metal temperature is close to the saturation temperature and that the temperature di!erences
also are small dynamically. The right-hand side of Eq. (3)
represents the energy #ow to the system from fuel and
feedwater and the energy #ow from the system via the
steam.

d
[. < #. < ]"q !q
8 85
&
4
dt 4 45

(1)

and the global energy balance is
d
[. u < #. u < #m C t ]"Q#q h !q h .
8 8 85
5 p .
& &
4 4
dt 4 4 45
(2)
Since the internal energy is u"h!p/. , the global
energy balance can be written as
d
[. h < #. h < !p< #m C t ]
8 8 85
5
5 p .
dt 4 4 45
"Q#q h !q h ,
& &
4 4

(3)

(4)

2.1.1. A second-order model
Eqs. (1), (3), and (4) combined with saturated
steam tables yields a simple boiler model. Mathematically, the model is a di!erential algebraic system.
Such systems can be entered directly in modeling
languages such as Omola and Modelica and it can be
simulated directly using Omsim, see Mattsson, Andersson and As stroK m (1993) or Dymola. In this way we avoid
making manual operations which are time consuming
and error prone.
We will, however, make manipulations of the model to
obtain a state model. This gives insight into the key
physical mechanisms that a!ect the dynamic behavior of
the system. There are many possible choices of state
variables. Since all parts are in thermal equilibrium it is
natural to choose drum pressure p as one state variable.
This variable is also easy to measure. Using saturated
steam tables, the variables . , . , h , and h can then be
4 8 4
8
expressed as functions of steam pressure. The second
state variable can be chosen as the total volume of water
in the system, i.e. < . Using Eq. (4) and noting that < is
85
5
constant, < can then be eliminated from Eqs. (1) and (3)
45
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to give the following state equations:

get the following approximate model:

d<
dp
85 #e
e
"q !q
12 dt
&
4
11 dt

dp
e
"Q!q (h !h )!q h ,
1 dt
& 8
&
4 #

d<
dp
85 #e
e
"Q#q h !q h ,
21 dt
22 dt
& &
4 4

(5)

where
e ". !.
11
8
4
L.
L.
4 #<
8
e "<
12
45 Lp
85 Lp
e ". h !. h
8 8
4 4
21
L.
Lh
4
4 #.
e "< h
22
45 4 Lp
4 Lp

A

#<

85

A

B

Lh
L.
8 #.
8
h
8 Lp
8 Lp

B

Lt
! < #m C 4 .
5
5 p Lp

(6)

This model captures the gross behavior of the boiler
quite well. In particular it describes the response of drum
pressure to changes in input power, feedwater #ow rate,
and steam #ow rate very well. The model does, however,
have one serious de"ciency. Although it describes the
total water in the system it does not capture the behavior
of the drum level because it does not describe the distribution of steam and water in the system.
2.2. Further simplixcations
Additional simpli"cations can be made if we are only
interested in the drum pressure. Multiplying (1) by
h and subtracting the result from (3) gives
8
d
dp
dh
dh
4 #. <
8 !<
h (. < )#. <
# dt 4 45
5 dt
4 45 dt
8 85 dt
dt
# m C 4 "Q!q (h !h )!q h ,
5 p dt
& 8
&
4 #
where h "h !h is the condensation enthalpy.
#
4
8
If the drum level is controlled well the variations in the
steam volume are small. Neglecting these variations we

(7)

where
L.
Lh
Lh
4 #. <
8
4 #. <
e "h <
1
# 45 Lp
4 45 Lp
8 85 Lp
Lt
#m C 4 !< .
5 p Lp
5
The term < in e comes from the relation between
5
1
internal energy and enthalpy. This term is often neglected
in modeling, see Denn (1987). The relative magnitudes of
the terms of e for two boilers are given in Table 2. The
1
terms containing Lh /Lp and Lt /Lp are the dominating
8
4
terms in the expression for e . This implies that the
1
changes in energy content of the water and metal masses
are the physical phenomena that dominate the dynamics
of drum pressure. A good approximation of e is
1
Lh
Lt
8 #mC 4 .
e +. <
1
8 85 Lp
p Lp
Table 2 gives good insight into the physical mechanisms
that govern the behavior of the system. Consider for
example the situation when the pressure changes. The
change in stored energy for this pressure change will be
proportional to the numbers in the last two columns of
the table. The column for the steam (Lh /Lp) indicates
4
that energy changes in the steam are two orders of
magnitude smaller than the energy changes in water and
metal. The balance of the change in energy is used in the
boiling or condensation of steam. The condensation #ow
rate is

A

h !h
dh
dh
1
&q #
4 #. <
8
q " 8
. <
#5
4 45 dt
8 85 dt
& h
h
#
#
dp
dt
!< #m C 4 .
5 dt
5 p dt

B

(8)

Model (7) captures the responses in drum pressure to
changes in heat #ow rate, feedwater #ow rate, feedwater
temperature and steam #ow rate very well. An attractive
feature is that all parameters are given by steam tables
and construction data. The equation gives good insight
into the nonlinear characteristics of the pressure

Table 2
Numerical values of the terms of the coe$cient e at normal operating pressure
1
Boiler

h < /. 4
# 45 /p

. < /h4
4 45 /p

. < /h8
8 85 /p

m C /t4
5 p /p

<
5

P16-G16 80 MW
P16-G16 160 MW
Eraring 330 MW
Eraring 660 MW

360
420
700
810

!40
!40
!270
!270

2080
1870
2240
2020

1410
1410
4620
4620

85
85
169
169
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response, since both e and the enthalpies on the
1
right-hand side of the equation depend on the operating
pressure. To obtain a complete model for simulating
the drum pressure a model for the steam valve has to be
supplied.
The pressure model given by Eq. (7) is similar to the
models in de Mello (1963), Quazza (1968), As stroK m and
Eklund (1972), and Ma!ezzoni (1988). Models similar to
(7) are included in most boiler models. Since model (7) is
based on global mass and energy balances it cannot
capture phenomena that are related to the distribution of
steam and water in the boiler. Therefore it cannot model
the drum level.

367

Let a denote the mass fraction of steam in the #ow, i.e.
.
the quality of the mixture, and let h and h denote the
4
8
speci"c enthalpies of saturated steam and water. The speci"c internal energy of the mixture of steam and water is
h"a h #(1!a )h "h #a h .
. 4
. 8
8
. #
In steady state we get

(9)

Lq
"0,
Lz
La
QA
Lqh
"qh . "
# Lz
<
Lz
and it then follows from Eq. (9) that

3. Distribution of steam in risers and drum
To obtain a model which can describe the behavior of
the drum level we must account for the distribution
of steam and water in the system. The redistribution of
steam and water in the system causes the shrink-andswell e!ect which causes the nonminimum-phase behavior of level dynamics, see Kwatny and Berg (1993). One
manifestation is that the level will increase when the
steam valve is opened because the drum pressure will
drop, causing a swelling of the steam bubbles below the
drum level.
The behavior of two phase #ow is very complicated
and is typically modeled by partial di!erential equations,
see Kutateladze (1959) and Heusser (1996). A key contribution of this paper is that it is possible to derive relatively simple lumped parameter models that agree well with
experimental data.
3.1. Saturated mixture quality in a heated tube
We will start by discussing the dynamics of water and
steam in a heated tube. Consider a vertical tube with
uniform heating. Let . be the density of the steam}water
mixture. Furthermore let q be the mass #ow rate, A the
area of the cross section of the tube, < the volume, h the
speci"c enthalpy, and Q the heat supplied to the tube. All
quantities are distributed in time, t, and space, z. Assume
for simplicity that all quantities are the same in a cross
section of the tube. The spatial distribution can then be
captured by one coordinate z and all variables are then
functions of z and time t.
The mass and energy balances for a heated section of
the tube are
L.
Lq
A # "0,
Lt
Lz
L. h
1 Lqh Q
#
" .
Lt
A Lz
<

QA
z.
a "
. qh <
#
Let m be a normalized length coordinate along the risers
and let a be the steam quality at the riser outlet. The
3
steam fraction along the tube is
a (m)"a m, 04m41.
(10)
.
3
A slight re"nement of the model is to assume that
boiling starts at a distance x from the bottom of the
0
risers. In this case the steam distribution will be characterized by two variables a and x instead of just a . For
3
0
3
the experimental data in this paper it adds very little to
the prediction power of the model. For this reason we use
the simpler model although the modi"cation may be
important for other boilers. There is actually a slip between water and steam in the risers. To take this into
account requires much more complicated models. The
justi"cation for neglecting this is that it does not have
a major in#uence on the "t to experimental data.
The volume and mass fractions of steam are related
through a "f (a ), where
7
.
. a
8 .
f (a )"
.
(11)
.
. #(. !. )a
4
8
4 .
It has been veri"ed that the simple model which uses
a linear steam-mass fraction given by Eq. (10) and
a steam-volume fraction given by Eq. (11) describes quite
well what happens in a typical riser tube. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which compares the steam distribution in
a tube computed from Eqs. (10) and (11) with computations from a detailed computational #uid dynamics code
for a riser tube in a nuclear reactor. The complex code
also takes into account that there is a slip between the
#ow of steam and water. It is interesting to see that the
simple model captures the steam distribution quite well.
3.2. Average steam volume ratio
To model drum level it is essential to describe the total
amount of steam in the risers. This is governed by the
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the #ow rate is instead driven by the density gradients in
the risers and the downcomers. The momentum balance
for the downcomer riser loop is
dq
k q2
$# ,
(¸ #¸ ) $# "(. !. )a6 < g!
3
$# dt
8
4 7 3
2. A
8 $#
where k is a dimensionless friction coe$cient, ¸ and
3
¸ are lengths and A is the area. This is a "rst-order
$#
$#
system with the time constant

Fig. 2. Comparison of steady-state steam volume distribution calculated from Eqs. (10) and (11) (full lines) with results of numerical
solutions of detailed partial di!erential equation models (circles).

average volume fraction in the risers. Assume that the
mass fraction is linear along the riser as expressed by
Eq. (10) we "nd that the average volume fraction a6 is
7
given by

P

P

.
1 a3
8
f (m) dm"
a6 " a (m)"
7
7
. !.
a
0
8
4
3 0
.
. !.
4
4a
] 1!
ln 1# 8
3
(. !. )a
.
8
4 3
4
1

A

A

BB

.

(12)

3.3. A lumped parameter model
Since we do not want to use partial di!erential equations they will be approximated using the Galerkin
method. To do this it will be assumed that the steammass quality distribution is linear, i.e. Eq. (10) holds, also
under dynamic conditions.
The transfer of mass and energy between steam and
water by condensation and evaporation is a key element
in the modeling. When modeling the phases separately
the transfer must be accounted for explicitly. This can be
avoided by writing joint balance equations for water and
steam. The global mass balance for the riser section is
d
(. a6 < #. (1!a6 )< )"q !q ,
8
7 3
$#
3
dt 4 7 3

(13)

where q is the total mass #ow rate out of the risers and
3
q is the total mass #ow rate into the risers. The global
$#
energy balance for the riser section is
d
(. h a6 < #. h (1!a6 )< !p< #m C t )
8 8
7 3
3
3 p 4
dt 4 4 7 3
" Q#q h !(a h #h )q .
$# 8
3 #
8 3

(14)

3.4. Circulation yow
For a forced circulation boiler downcomer #ow rate,
q is a control variable. For a natural circulation boiler
$#

(¸ #¸ )A .
$# $# 8 .
¹" 3
kq
$#
With typical numerical values we "nd that the time
constant is about a second. This is short in comparison
with the sampling period of our experimental data which
is 10 s and we will therefore use the steady-state relation
1kq2 ". A (. !. )ga6 < .
2 $#
8 $# 8
4 7 3

(15)

3.5. Distribution of steam in the drum
The physical phenomena in the drum are complicated.
Steam enters from many riser tubes, feedwater enters
through a complex arrangement, water leaves through
the downcomer tubes and steam through the steam valve.
Geometry and #ow patterns are complex. The basic
mechanisms are separation of water and steam and condensation.
Let < and < be the volume of steam and water
4$
8$
under the liquid level and let the steam #ow rate through
the liquid surface in the drum be q . Recall that q is the
4$
3
#ow rate out of the risers, q the feedwater #ow rate and
&
q the downcomer #ow rate. The mass balance for the
$#
steam under the liquid level is
d
(. < )"a q !q !q ,
3 3
4$
#$
dt 4 4$

(16)

where q is the condensation #ow which is given by
#$
h !h
dh
dh
1
&q #
4 #. <
8
q " 8
. <
#$
& h
4 4$ dt
8 8$ dt
h
#
#
dp
dt
!(< #< ) #m C 4 .
(17)
4$
8$ dt
$ p dt

A

B

The #ow q is driven by the density di!erences of water
4$
and steam, and the momentum of the #ow entering the
drum. Several models of di!erent complexity have been
attempted. Good "t to the experimental data have been
obtained with the following empirical model:

.
q " 4 (< !<0 )#a q #a b(q !q ).
(18)
4$ ¹
4$
3 $#
3 $#
3
4$
$
Here <0 denotes the volume of steam in the drum in the
4$
hypothetical situation when there is no condensation of
steam in the drum and ¹ is the residence time of the
$
steam in the drum.
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3.6. Drum level

4.3. Riser dynamics

Having accounted for the distribution of the steam
below the drum level, we can now model the drum level.
The volume of water in the drum is

The mass and energy balances for the risers are given
by Eqs. (13) and (14). Eliminating the #ow rate out of the
risers, q , by multiplying Eq. (13) by !(h #a h ) and
3
8
3 #
adding to Eq. (14) gives,

< "< !< !(1!a6 )< .
8$
85
$#
7 3

(19)

The drum has a complicated geometry. The linearized
behavior can be described by the wet surface A at the
$
operating level. The deviation of the drum level l measured from its normal operating level is
< #<
4$ "l #l .
l" 8$
8
4
A
$

(20)

The term l represents level variations caused by
8
changes of the amount of water in the drum and the
term l represents variations caused by the steam in the
4
drum.

d
d
(. h a6 < )!(h #a h ) (. a6 < )
8
3 # dt 4 7 3
dt 4 4 7 3
d
# (. h (1!a6 )< )
7 3
dt 8 8
d
!(h #a h ) (. (1!a6 )< )
8
3 # dt 8
7 3
dp
dt
#m C 4 "Q!a h q .
3 dt
3 p dt
3 # $#

!<

This can be simpli"ed to
4. The model
Combining the results of Sections 2 and 3 we can now
obtain a model that gives a good description of the boiler
including the drum level. The model is given by the
di!erential equations (1), (3), (13), (14), and (16). In addition there are a number of algebraic equations. The
circulation #ow rate q is given by the static momentum
$#
balance (15), the steam #ow rate through the liquid
surface of the drum q by (18), and the drum level l by
4$
Eq. (20). The volumes are related through Eqs. (4) and
(19). The model is a di!erential algebraic system, see
Hairer, Lubich and Roche (1989). Since most available
simulation software requires state equations we will also
derive a state model.
4.1. Selection of state variables
State variables can be chosen in many di!erent ways. It
is convenient to choose states as variables with good
physical interpretation that describe storage of mass,
energy, and momentum. The accumulation of water is
represented by the total water volume < . The total
85
energy is represented by the drum pressure p and the
distribution of steam and water is captured by the
steam-mass fraction in the risers a and the steam volume
3
in the drum < .
4$
4.2. Pressure and water dynamics

dh
d
h (1!a ) (. a6 < )#. (1!a6 )< 8
#
3 dt 4 7 3
8
7 3 dt
dh
d
!a h (. (1!a6 )< )#. a6 < 4
7 3
4 7 3 dt
3 # dt 8
dp
dt
#m C 4 "Q!a h q .
3 dt
3 p dt
3 # $#

!<

(21)

If the state variables p and a are known the riser
3
#ow rate q can be computed from Eq. (13). This
3
gives
d
d
q "q ! (. a6 < )! (. (1!a6 )< )
3
$# dt 4 7 3
7 3
dt 8
d
"q !< ((1!a6 ). #a6 . )
$#
3 dt
7 4
7 8
d
"q !< (. !a6 (. !. ))
$#
3 dt 8
7 8
4
L
dp
"q !< ((1!a6 ). #a6 . )
$#
3 Lp
7 4 dt
7 8
La6 da
#< (. !. ) 7 3 .
4 La dt
3 8
3

(22)

4.4. Drum dynamics
State equations for pressure p and the total amount of
water < in the systems were obtained from the global
85
mass and energy balances, Eqs. (1) and (3). These equations can be written as (5).

The dynamics for the steam in the drum is obtained
from the mass balance (16). Introducing expression (22)
for q , expression (17) for q and expression (18) for
3
#$
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A

A

d<
dh
dh
d.
1
4#
4$ #<
4 #. <
8
.
. <
4 dt
4 4$ dt
8 8$ dt
4$ dt
h
#
dp
dt
!(< #< ) #m C 4
4$
8$ dt
$ p dt

La6
#(. #(. !. )a ) h < 7
4
8
4 3 # 3 Lp

B

Lt
!< #m C 4 ,
3
3 p Lp

d
#a (1#b)< ((1!a6 ). #a6 . )
7 4
3
3 dt
7 8
h !h
.
8q .
" 4 (<0 !< )# &
4$
4$
&
h
¹
#
$

(23)

Many of the complex phenomena in the drum are captured by this equation.
4.5. Summary
The state variables are: drum pressure p, total water
volume < , steam quality at the riser outlet a , and vol85
3
ume of steam under the liquid level in the drum < . The
4$
time derivatives of these variables are given by Eqs. (5),
(21), and (23). Straightforward but tedious calculations
show that these equations can be written as
d<
dp
85 #e
e
"q !q ,
11 dt
12 dt
&
4
dp
d<
85 #e
"Q#q h !q h ,
e
22 dt
& &
4 4
21 dt
dp
da
3 "Q!a h q ,
e
#e
32 dt
33 dt
3 # $#
da
d<
dp
3 #e
4$
#e
e
43 dt
44 dt
42 dt
h !h
.
8q ,
" 4 (<0 !< )# &
4$
4$
&
h
¹
#
$
where h "h !h and
#
4
8

e ". h !. h ,
21
8 8
4 4

A

Lh
L.
8 #.
8
e "< h
8 Lp
22
85 8 Lp

A

A

La6
e "((1!a ). #a . )h < 7
33
3 4
3 8 # 3 La
3
L.
Lh
Lh
1
4#
4 #. <
8 !<
e "<
. <
42
4$ Lp
4$
4
4$
8
8$
Lp
Lp
h
#
Lt
!< #m C 4 #a (1#b)<
8$
$ p Lp
3
3

A

B

A

a6

B

L.
L.
La6
4 #(1!a6 ) 8 #(. !. ) 7 ,
7 Lp
7 Lp
4
8 Lp

La6
e "a (1#b)(o !o )< 7 ,
43
3
4
8 3 La
3
e ". .
44
4
In addition steam tables are required to evaluate
h , h , o , o , Lo /Lp, Lo /Lp, Lh /Lp, Lh /Lp, t , and Lt /Lp
4 8 4 8
4
8
4
8
4
4
at the saturation pressure p. The results in Sections 5 and
6 are based on approximations of steam tables with
quadratic functions. More elaborated approximations
with table look-up and interpolation have been tried but
the di!erences in the dynamic responses are not signi"cant.
The steam volume fraction a6 is given by Eq. (12), the
7
volume of water in drum < by Eq. (19), the drum level
8$
l by Eq. (20), and the downcomer mass #ow rate q by
$#
Eq. (15).
The partial derivatives of the steam volume fraction
with respect to pressure and mass fraction are obtained
by di!erentiating Eq. (12). We get

B

La6
Lo
Lo
1
7"
4 !o 8
o
4 Lp
Lp
(o !o )2 8 Lp
8
4
1
o
o #o
8 ln(1#g)
1# 8
! 4
(26)
o 1#g
go
4
4
La6
. 1
1
7 " 8 ln(1#g)!
,
. g g
La
1#g
4
3
where g"a (. !. )/. .
3 8
4 4
It is also of interest to know the total condensation
#ow rate q and the #ow rate out of the risers q . These
#5
3
#ows are given by Eqs. (8) and (22), hence

B

A

L.
L.
8 #<
4,
e "<
12
85 Lp
45 Lp

45

(24)

(25)

A

e ". !. ,
8
4
11

#<

B

L.
Lh
4 #.
4 a6 <
# (1!a )h
3 # Lp
4 Lp 7 3

q into this equation we "nd
4$

B
B

L.
Lt
Lh
4 #.
4 !< #m C 4 ,
h
4 Lp
5
5 p Lp
4 Lp

B

Lh
L.
8 (1!a6 )<
8 !a h
e " .
32
8 Lp
3 # Lp
7 3

A

B

A

A

.
.
. !.
8
4
4a
a6 "
1!
ln 1# 8
7 . !.
3
(. !. )a
.
8
4
8
4 3
4
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,
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< "< !< !(1!a6 )< ,
8$
85
$#
7 3
< #<
4$ ,
l" 8$
A
$
o <0
¹ " 4 4$ ,
$
q
4$
2. A (. !. )ga6 <
4 7 3
q2 " 8 $# 8
$#
k

A

Lh
Lh
h !h
1
4 #. <
8
&q #
q " 8
. <
4 st Lp
8 85 Lp
#5
& h
h
#
#
Lt dp
!< #m C 4
,
5
5 p Lp dt

A

B

L.
L.
4 #(1!a6 ) 8
q "q !< a6
7 Lp
3
$#
3 7 Lp

B

dp
La6
La6 da
#(o !o ) 7
#(o !o )< 7 3 .
8
4 Lp dt
8
4 3 La dt
3
4.6. Structure of the equations
Note that Eq. (24) has an interesting lower triangular
structure where the state variables can be grouped as
(((< , p),a ), < ) where the variables inside each paren85
3
4$
thesis can be computed independently. The model can
thus be regarded as a nesting of a second-, a third-, and
a fourth-order model. The second-order model describes
drum pressure and total volume of water in the system.
The equations are global mass and energy balances.
There is a very weak coupling between these equations
which is caused by the condensation #ow. The thirdorder model captures the steam dynamics in the risers
and the fourth-order model also describes the dynamics
of steam below the water surface in the drum. The third
equation is a combination of mass and energy balances
for the riser, and the fourth equation is a mass balance for
steam under the water level in the drum.
Linearizing Eq. (24) shows that the system has
a double pole at the origin and poles at !h q /e and
# $# 33
!1/¹ . One pole at the origin is associated with water
$
dynamics and the other with pressure dynamics. The pole
associated with pressure dynamics is at the origin because the steam #ow is chosen as a control variable. The
pole moves into the left half-plane when the drum is
connected to the turbines. The poles !h q /e and
# $# 33
!1/¹ are associated with dynamics of steam in the
$
risers and the drum.
The nested structure re#ects how the model was developed. The third-order model is an improved version of
the models in As stroK m and Bell (1988). In Bell and As stroK m
(1996) we added drum dynamics as a fourth-order
model. The model in this paper is a re"ned version of that
model. Di!erent models of higher order have also been
developed.
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4.7. Parameters
An interesting feature of the model is that it requires
only nine parameters:
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

drum volume < ,
$
riser volume < ,
3
downcomer volume < ,
$#
drum area A at normal operating level,
$
total metal mass m ,
5
total riser mass m ,
3
friction coe$cient in downcomer-riser loop k,
residence time ¹ of steam in drum,
$
parameter b in the empirical equation (18).

A convenient way to "nd the parameter k is to compute it
from the circulation #ow rate. Perturbation studies have
shown that the behavior of the system is not very sensitive to the parameters.
The parameters used in this paper were based on
construction data. Some of them were quite crude.
Gray-box identi"cation, Bohlin (1991) was used in
a comprehensive investigation in Eborn and S+rlie (1997)
and S+rlie and Eborn (1999). Parameters were estimated
and hypothesis testing was used to compare several
model structures. The results showed that pressure dynamics can be improved signi"cantly by increasing the
metal masses. Signi"cant improvements can also be obtained by adjusting the coe$cients in the calibration
formula for the sensors.
In S+rlie and Eborn (1999) it was shown that the
friction coe$cient is not identi"able from the data. There
is in fact a relation between the initial steam quality and
friction. A consequence of this is that it is highly desirable
for accurate modeling to measure the circulation #ow.
This could also be an important signal to use in a level
control system.
In Eborn and S+rlie (1997) hypothesis testing was
applied to the models As stroK m and Bell (1988, 1993) (third
order) and Bell and As stroK m (1996) (fourth order). These
studies showed conclusively that the improvements obtained with the fourth-order model are signi"cant. Computations on "fth-order models with a more detailed
representation of the drum showed that the increased
complexity could not be justi"ed.
4.8. Equilibrium values
The steady-state solution of Eq. (24) is given by
q "q ,
&
4
Q"q h !q h ,
4 4
& &
Q"q a h ,
$# 3 #

¹ (h !h )
& q,
< "<0 ! $ 8
4$
4$
&
. h
4 #
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where q is given by Eq. (15), i.e.
$#

S

q "
$#

2. A (. !. )ga6 <
8 $# 8
4 7 3.
k

A convenient way to "nd the initial values is to "rst
specify steam #ow rate q and steam pressure p. The
4
feedwater #ow rate q and the input power Q are then
&
given by the "rst two equations and the steam volume in
the drum is given by the last equation. The steam quality
a is obtained by solving the nonlinear equations
3
2. A (. !. )ga6 <
8 $# 8
4 7 3
Q"a h
3 #
k

S

A

A

.
.
. !.
8
4
4a
a6 "
1!
ln 1# 8
7 . !.
3
(. !. )a
.
8
4
8
4 3
4

BB

.

(27)
The steam volume in the drum can then be computed
directly.
Eq. (27) de"nes the steam volume ratio a6 as a function
7
of the input power Q. This function which is shown in
Fig. 3 gives important insight into the shrink and swell
phenomena. The curve shows that a given change in
input power gives a larger variation in average steam
volume ratio at low power. This explains why the shrink
and swell e!ects are larger at low power than at high
power.
4.9. Impact of modeling languages
Development of physical models is a tedious iterative
process. Di!erent physical assumptions are made,
a model is developed and compared with experiments by
simulation, parameters may be "tted. Detailed investigation of the results gives ideas for improvements and
modi"cations. It is a signi"cant e!ort to transform the
equations to state space form because of the algebra
involved. This is re#ected in the manipulations resulting
in Eq. (24). Many intermediate steps have actually been
omitted in the paper. The modeling e!ort can be reduced
substantially by using modeling languages such as

Dymola, Elmqvist (1978), Omola, Mattsson et al. (1993),
or Modelica, Elmqvist, Mattsson and Otter (1998). In
these languages the model is described in its most basic
form in terms of di!erential algebraic equations. In our
case this means that the basic mass and energy balances,
such as (1) and (2), are entered into the system together
with the algebraic equations, such as (4). The software
then makes algebraic manipulations symbolically to simplify the equations for e$cient simulation.

5. Step responses
To illustrate the dynamic behavior of the model we
will simulate responses to step changes in the inputs.
Since there are many inputs and many interesting variables we will focus on a few selected responses. One input
was changed and the others were kept constant. The
magnitudes of the changes were about 10% of the nominal values of the signals. To compare responses at di!erent load conditions the same amplitudes were used at
high and medium load.
5.1. Plant parameters
The parameters used were those from the Swedish
power plant. The values are < "40 m3, < "37 m3,
$
3
< " 1 1 m 3, A " 2 0 m 2, m " 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 k g , m "
$#
$
5
3
160,000 kg, k"25, b"0.3, and ¹ "12 s. The steam
$
tables were approximated by quadratic functions.
5.2. Fuel yow changes at medium load
Fig. 4 shows the responses of the state variables, the
circulation #ow rate q , the riser #ow rate q , and the
$#
3
total condensation #ow rate q to a step increase in fuel
#5
#ow rate equivalent to 10 MW. Pressure increases at
approximately constant rate. The reason for this is that
steam #ow out of the drum is constant. Total water
volume < increases due to the condensation that oc85
curs due to the increasing pressure. Steam quality at the
riser outlet a "rst increases rapidly and then more grad3
ually. The volume of steam in the drum "rst increases
a little and it then decreases. The rapid initial increase in
steam volume is due to the fast increase in steam from the
risers. The decrease is due to the increased pressure which
causes condensation of the steam. At the onset of the step
there is a rapid increase in the outlet #ow rate from the
risers. The #ow then decreases to match the downcomer
#ow rate. The #ow rates are equal after about 30 s. The
condensation #ow changes in a step-like manner.
5.3. Steam yow changes at medium load

Fig. 3. Steady-state relation between steam volume ratio a6 and input
7
power Q. The dashed curve shows the steam mass ratio a .
3

Fig. 5 shows the responses to a step increase of 10 kg/s
in steam #ow rate at medium load. Pressure decreases
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Fig. 4. Responses to a step in fuel #ow rate of 10 MW at medium load.

Fig. 5. Responses to a step in steam #ow rate of 10 kg/s at medium
load.

practically linearly because of the increased steam #ow.
Total water volume also decreases because of increased
evaporation due to the decreasing pressure. Steam quality at the riser outlet "rst increases rapidly due to the
pressure decrease and it then decreases due to the increased circulation #ow rate. The volume of the steam in
the drum increases due to the decreased pressure. There
is a very rapid increase of #ow out of the riser due to the
pressure drop. After this initial transient the riser #ow
rate then decreases to match the downcomer #ow rate.
There is a steady increase in both due to the decreased
pressure. The condensation #ow drops in an almost
step-like fashion because the pressure decreases at
constant rate.
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Fig. 6. Responses to a step in fuel #ow rate of 10 MW at medium (solid)
and high (dashed) loads.

Fig. 7. Responses to a step in steam #ow rate of 10 kg/s at medium
(solid) and high (dashed) loads.

5.4. Drum level responses
Since the behavior of the drum level is of particular
interest we will show step responses that give good insight into drum level dynamics for di!erent operating
conditions. It follows from Eq. (20) that drum level is the
sum of l "< /A and l "< /A , which depend on
8
8$ $
4
4$ $
the volumes of water and steam in the drum. Drum
pressure, steam mass, and volume fractions will also be
shown. Responses for medium and high load will be given
to illustrate the dependence on operating conditions.
Fig. 6 shows the response to a step in fuel #ow corresponding to 10 MW. The response in drum level is complicated and depends on a combination of the dynamics
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of water and steam in the drum. The initial part of the
swell is due to the rapid initial response of steam that was
also seen in Fig. 4. The response in level is a combination
of two competing mechanisms. The water volume in the
drum increases due to increased condensation caused by
the increasing pressure. The volume of the steam in the
drum "rst increases a little and it then decreases because
of the increasing pressure. Note that there are signi"cant
changes in steam quality and steam volume ratio for the
di!erent operating conditions. Compare with Fig. 3.
Fig. 7 shows the response to a step increase in steam
#ow rate of 10 kg/s. There is a strong shrink and swell
e!ect in this case too. The contributions from the volumes of steam and water have the same sign initially. The
water volume will, however, decrease because of the
steam #ow.

6. Comparisons with plant data
Much of the model development was based on plant
experiments performed with the P16-G16 unit at OG resundsverket in MalmoK , Sweden in collaboration with
Sydkraft AB. The experiments are described in Eklund
(1971) and As stroK m and Eklund (1972, 1975). They were
carried out in open loop with the normal regulators
removed. The signals were "ltered and sampled at a rate
of 0.1 Hz. To ensure a good excitation of the process
PRBS-like perturbations were introduced in fuel #ow
rate, feedwater #ow rate, and steam #ow rate. The intention was to change one input signal in each experiment.
To ensure that critical variables such as drum water level
did not go outside safe limit we made manual correction
occasionally. This means that several inputs were
changed in each experiment. The steam #ow rate
changed in response to pressure changes in all experiments because we were unable to control it tightly.
A large number of signals were logged during the
experiment. This proved to be very valuable because it
has been possible to use the data for a very large number
of investigations. The experiments were performed both
at high and medium load. In this paper we have used data
where three variables, fuel #ow rate, feedwater #ow rate,
and steam #ow rate were changed. This gives a total of
six experiments which can be used to validate the model.
There were problems with the calibration of the #ow
rate measurement transducers and also some uncertainty
in the e!ective energy content of the oil. The approach
used was to start with the nominal calibration values and
then make small corrections so that the long-term tracking between the plant data and the model was as close as
possible. The change in all cases was well within the
transducers accuracy limits. Apart from that, no "ddling
with the coe$cients was made. When showing the results
in the following, we present the primary input variable
and the responses in drum pressure and drum level.

6.1. Experiments at medium load
The results of experiments at medium load will be
described "rst. This is the operating condition where the
shrink and swell phenomenon is most pronounced.
6.1.1. Fuel yow rate changes
Fig. 8 shows responses in drum pressure and drum level
for perturbations in fuel #ow rate. There is very good
agreement between the model and the experimental data
for drum pressure and drum water level. Note in particular that there is an overshoot in the drum level response
for step changes in fuel #ow. This is caused by the
interaction between the two state variables that describe
the dynamics of steam under the liquid level in the drum.
6.1.2. Changes in feedwater yow rate
Fig. 9 shows the responses to changes in the feedwater
#ow rate. The general character of the responses agrees
well. There are some deviations in the pressure responses
and some of the "ner details of the drum level are exaggerated. The pressure does deviate in the 500}1500 s
region, but since the changes in pressure are small the
results are considered adequate.
6.1.3. Changes in the steam valve
Fig. 10 shows the responses to changes in the steam
valve. There is very good agreement between the model
and the experimental data. Note that there is a signi"cant
shrink and swell e!ect which is captured very well by the
model.
6.2. Experiments at high load
6.2.1. Changes in fuel yow rate
Fig. 11 shows responses in drum pressure and drum
level for perturbations in fuel #ow rate. There is good

Fig. 8. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in fuel #ow rate at medium load.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in feedwater #ow rate at medium load.

Fig. 10. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in steam #ow rate at medium load.

agreement between the model and the experimental data.
A comparison with Fig. 8 shows that the shrink and swell
e!ect is much smaller at high load. It is interesting to see
that the model captures this.
6.2.2. Changes in feedwater yow rate
Fig. 12 shows the responses to changes in feedwater
#ow rate. There are discrepancies in pressure from time
400 to 1400. The total changes in pressure are small and
minor variations in feedwater conditions can easily cause
variations of this magnitude. The model exaggerates the
level changes for rapid variations. Compare for example
data in the interval 1500}2000.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in fuel #ow rate at high load.

Fig. 12. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in feedwater #ow rate at high load.

6.2.3. Changes in the steam valve
Fig. 13 shows the responses to changes in the steam
#ow rate. There is very good agreement between the
model and the experimental data. Note that the model
captures the drum level variations, particularly the swell
and shrink e!ect very well. A comparison with Fig. 10
shows that the shrink and swell e!ect is smaller at high
loads. This is well captured by the model.
6.3. Comparison of behavior at high and medium load
The experiments have indicated that there are signi"cant di!erences in behavior at high and medium loads
that are well predicted by the model. We will now look
closer at these di!erences.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of model (solid line) and plant data (dots) for
perturbations in steam #ow rate at high load.

Fig. 14. Comparison of behavior of drum water level at medium and
high loads for perturbations in steam #ow rate. The model response is
shown in solid lines and plant data is indicated by dots.

Fig. 14 compares the responses in drum level to steam
#ow changes at high and medium loads. The steam valve
changes were almost the same in both experiments (as is
shown in Figs. 10 and 13) but they were not identical.
Because of the integrators in the model there are natural
di!erences in the levels of the signals. Apart from this
level shift the model matches the experiments very well.
Fig. 14 also shows that the shrink and swell e!ect is
larger at medium load. It is even larger at low loads.
Fig. 15 compares responses to changes in fuel #ow.
Note the good agreement for dynamic responses between
the model and experiments. In this case there is a pronounced di!erence between the behaviors for medium
and high load. Fig. 16 compares responses to changes in
fuel #ow. We have taken a section of the data where there

Fig. 15. Comparison of behavior of drum water level at medium and
high loads for perturbations in fuel #ow rate. The model response is
shown in solid lines and plant data is indicated by dots.

Fig. 16. Comparison of behavior of drum water level at medium and
high loads for perturbations in fuel #ow rate. The model response is
shown in solid lines and plant data is indicated by dots.

are substantial rapid variations. Again we note the excellent agreement between model and experiments and we
also note the signi"cant di!erence between the behaviors
at medium and high loads.

7. Conclusions
A nonlinear physical model with a complexity that is
suitable for model-based control has been presented. The
model is based on physical parameters for the plant and
can be easily scaled to represent any drum power station.
The model has four states; two account for storage of
total energy and total mass, one characterizes steam
distribution in the risers and another the steam distribu-
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tion in the drum. The model can be characterized by
steam tables and a few physical parameters.
The model is nonlinear and agrees well with experimental data. In particular, the complex shrink and swell
phenomena associated with the drum water level are well
captured by the model. The model has a triangular structure that can be described as (((< , p),a ), < ), where the
85
3 4$
states in each bracket can be determined sequentially.
The linearized model has two poles at the origin and two
real stable poles.
The model has been validated against plant data with
very rich excitation that covers a wide operating range.
These experiments have given much insight into the behavior of the system and they have guided the modeling
e!ort. We believe that the approach used in this work can
be applied to other con"gurations of steam generators.
Model (24) can be simpli"ed by keeping only the dominant terms in expressions (25) for the coe$cients e . This
ij
could be useful for applications to model-based control.
Preliminary investigations indicate that several terms can
be neglected without sacri"cing the "t to experimental
data. A comprehensive study of this is outside the scope
of this paper. The model can also be re"ned in several
ways. This will, however, require new measurements with
faster sampling rates.
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